[Procedure of running experiments on studying the effects of altered gas medium on culture of hydra Hydra attenuata].
Owing to the simple form and short gemmation, hydroid polyps have become a classic model object for studies into cell division and proliferation, and effects of changed environment on these processes. However, there is no procedure for studying of how altered gas composition of aqueous medium affects biological processes in hydroidpolyps. Testing of a procedure for objective studies with bioculture of Hydra attenuata resulted in determination of optimal hydra density in Petri dish. It was also stated that culture duplication takes minimal time at 25-30 degrees C. Tests verified efficiency of an incubator designed for experiment with Hydra attenuata in pressurized chambers enabling controlled ventilation by different gas mixtures. It was shown that time of culture duplication in normoxic and hypoxic nitrox is permanent and statistically different Therefore, the proposed procedure and incubator can be useful for fundamental and applied studies of the biological effects of altered gas medium on hydroid polyps.